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Design of Novel Sequential Engagement Vertical
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Abstract—The vertical comb-drive actuator (VCA) is a
promising component to drive analog as well as scanning
micromirrors. This work demonstrates the concept of using
“sequential engagement of vertical comb electrodes” to improve the linearity and to maximize the deflection for analog
micromirror. This concept is achieved by varying the in-plane
distribution of comb electrodes. The simulation and experiment
results of vertical comb-drive actuator VCA with four different
electrode-distribution designs demonstrated the feasibility of
this study. In comparison, a modified (curved-profile) VCA
was remarkably improved the performance of conventional
(straight-profile) VCA. Experiments show that the curved-profile
VCA improves the nonlinearity by 34% and increases the maximum angular motion for 2.3-fold.
Index Terms—Analog micromirror, microelectromechanical
systems, sequential engagement, vertical comb electrodes.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE micromirror has successfully been exploited in various applications, such as projection display, data storages,
and optical communications. The vertical comb actuator (VCA)
is one of the most important actuators to drive micromirrors,
especially for out-of-plane angular motion [1]. Because of its
large displacement, process-compatible, and low power consumption, VCA has wide applications in microoptical systems,
such as adaptive-optics [2], optical-switch [3], and laser display [4]. However, there are still two typical problems to replace
the state-of-art design. First, an alignment problem between the
upper and lower combs would induce a side-sticking phenomenon [5]. Side-sticking not only limits the maximum deflection of actuators but also results in unpredictable performance
during structure design. Previous works have developed several
self-aligned techniques to suppress the side-sticking problem,
such as photoresist reflow [6], the self-assembly mechanism [7],
and shadow mask with deep reactive ion etching methods [2],
[8]. Second, the nonlinear behavior, which is due to the output
force of VCA and varies quadratically with the driving voltage,
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Fig. 1. (a) Typical microtorsional mirror driven by VCAs, and (b) electrostatic
force in the out-of-plane direction as a function of the engagement of the vertical
comb electrodes.

is another problem. It is difficult to linearly control the position
of VCA by varying the driving voltage and result in complex
controller design.
In general, the micromirror has resonant, digital, and analog
operation modes. For the analog micromirror, the design of microactuator plays a key role in improving the performances of
scanning angle, nonlinearity, and stability. To this end, a novel
VCA for the application of analog micromirror has been designed and implemented in the present study. Much of the effort of previous works focused on suppressing the side-sticking
phenomenon, especially in self-aligned VCA, but a lack of literature discusses how to improve the nonlinear behavior of VCA.
This work is based on self-aligned VCA to propose the concept
of “sequential engagement of comb electrodes” and attempts to
vary the distribution of combs, so that the electrodes will engage sequentially [9]. Hence, the linearity and maximum deflection of the analog micromirror is significantly improved by the
present VCAs. The details of “sequential engagement of comb
electrodes” would be discussed and verified in this work.
II. DESIGN AND SIMULATION
Fig. 1(a) illustrates a typical micromirror consisting of
a mirror plate and two torsional springs, and this torsional
system is driven by vertical comb electrodes. In general, for the
application of the scanning micromirror, the VCA is driven by
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of distributed comb-drive actuator, and (b) sequential engagement of the electrodes at two different angular displacements.

an ac input at the resonant frequency of the torsional vibration
system. For the application of the analog micromirror, the VCA
is driven by a dc input, and the angular position of the mirror
is tuned by the driving voltage. In each angular position, the
electrostatic force provided by VCA is in equilibrium with
the restoring force of torsional springs. The finite-element
simulation results in Fig. 1(b) indicate the electrostatic force (in
the engagement direction) induced by a pair of vertical comb
electrodes (one moving and two stationary electrodes) varies
with the engagement position of these electrodes [10]. In this
case, the moving and stationary comb electrodes have the same
thickness , and the torsional spring has no deformation at position “ .” Position “ ” also represents the initial contact of the
moving electrode and the stationary electrode. The electrostatic
force in Fig. 1(b) is almost constant (Const F) between “ ” and
engagement
“ ,” where “ ” is the position of half-thickness
of the electrodes. The force drops nonlinearly (Non-lin F) after
position “ ,” and becomes zero (Zero F) when combs reach
position “ ” where the electrodes are fully engagement. On
the other hand, the restoring force of torsional spring keeps
increasing from “ ” to “ .” It is necessary to increase the
driving voltage if the VCA moves exceeding “ ,” however, the
lateral-instability problem may occur.
Fig. 2(a) illustrates a mirror which shows the proposed concept of “sequential engagement of vertical comb electrodes”
by varying the in-plane distribution of combs. The distances
between the rotating axis and the moving
electrodes are not a constant. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the front and
side views of electrodes during the engagement of two different
angular positions. The moving electrodes have the same anin
gular-displacement but different linear-displacement
the out-of-plane direction. The combs farthest away from rotating axis have the largest out-of-plane linear displacement, and
and
will move from the positions of Const F to Non-lin F
first. Meanwhile, the rest of the combs will sequenZero F
tially reach the Non-linear F and Zero F regions after increasing
the driving voltage. As a result, the variation of electrostatic
force with the angular position for each moving electrode can
be tuned by the distance . In summary, the characteristic of
driving voltage versus angular displacement for the VCA can
be tuned by varying the distribution of the comb electrodes.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), this study employed four mirrors with
different designs of electrode distribution, including straight
(conventional design), hexagonal, tapered, and curved profiles,
to demonstrate the present concept. The total number of comb
electrodes and the stiffness of the torsional springs are the same

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) Micromirror with four different comb-profile designs, (b) predicted,
and (c) measured angular displacements of the mirrors versus driving voltages
for four different VCA distribution designs.

for these four mirrors. The commercial finite-element software
was employed in this study to predict the characteristics of
angular displacement varying with driving voltage. The typical
results predicted by the finite-element method (FEM) for these
four VCA designs are shown in Fig. 3(b). During the analysis,
the maximum angular motion of the mirror was determined by
the occurrence of the pull-in effect from electrodes.
The rotation angle can be increased after decreasing the distance between the rotational axis (torsion bar) and the moving
comb pairs. However, higher actuation voltage (i.e., electrostatic
force) is required. Thus, the in-plane electrostatic force (orthogonal to the driving direction) resulted from comb electrodes is
also increased. This may lead to the lateral instability of VCA
and limit the real rotation angle. As to the present VCAs, the
in-plane electrostatic force is reduced by the design of sequential-engagement comb electrodes. Thus, the larger maximum
angular motion is increased by increasing driving voltages. In
the present cases, the mirrors with conventional straight-profile
and curved-profile VCAs have a maximum angular motion of
1.8 and 2.6 , respectively. Thus, the maximum angular motion has been improved by 45%. Moreover, the nonlinearity has
also been improved by 15% (i.e., decreased from 23% for the
straight-profile VCA to 19.6% for the curved-profile VCA). The
nonlinearity is defined as the maximum deviation of the measured curve from a straight line between zero and maximum
angle [11].
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In applications, this study applied the Molded
Surface-Micromachining and Bulk Etching Release II
(MOSBE II) process [12] to successfully implement the
mirrors of different VCA designs in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 4 shows
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IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 4. SEM micrographs of (a)–(d) fabrication results of the presented four
different VCA designs, (e) zoom-in of the self-aligned VCA, and (f) high-aspect-ratio torsional spring.

This work successfully improves the linearity and maximum deflection of analog micromirror using the concept
of sequential-engagement comb electrodes. By varying the
in-plane distribution of comb fingers, the engagement of electrodes can be easily tuned. This study has investigated four
micromirrors with different in-plane distributions of comb electrode. In applications, the MOSBE II process was employed
to implement these four micromirrors. The simulation and experiment results of these four analog mirrors demonstrated the
feasibility of the present concept. However, the distribution profile of comb electrode has not yet been optimized. It is possible
to further improve the linearity as well as maximum deflection
of analog micromirror by tuning the length of comb finger.
The maximum angular motion and nonlinearity of micromirror
driven by VCAs can be further improved by the curved-profile
electrodes together with V-shape spring, as shown in Fig. 5.
The measurement results in Fig. 5 show the maximum angular
motion of the mirror with V-shape spring becomes 3.21 , and
the nonlinearity of deflection versus driving voltage becomes
14.8%. As compared with the mirror with conventional VCA in
Fig. 3(c), the mirror with curved-profile VCA and V-shape thin
spring has improved the nonlinearity of 50%, and increased the
maximum angular motion of 3.5-fold.
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